Tennis Match Results
Oral Roberts vs Oklahoma State
Feb 25, 2018 at Stillwater, Okla.
(Greenwood Tennis Center)

#10 Oklahoma State 4, Oral Roberts 0

**Singles competition**
1. #67 Julian Cash (OKST) def. Kenneth Boykin (ORUM) 6-2, 6-0
2. Mathieu Scaglia (OKST) vs. Jan Pehnec (ORUM) 6-2, 4-1, unfinished
3. Luke Hammond (OKST) vs. Alvaro Santamaria (ORUM) 6-3, 2-2, unfinished
4. Jurence Mendoza (OKST) def. Marcello Moreira (ORUM) 6-2, 6-3
5. Brady Draheim (OKST) vs. Eddy Leardini (ORUM) 6-1, 4-2, unfinished
6. Leftherios Theodorou (OKST) def. Andrew Guymon (ORUM) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Jurence Mendoza/Artur Dubinski (OKST) vs. Marcello Moreira/Jan Pehnec (ORUM) 5-1, unfinished
2. Leftherios Theodorou/Mathieu Scaglia (OKST) def. Alvaro Santamaria/Kenneth Boykin (ORUM) 6-2
3. Luke Hammond/Brady Draheim (OKST) def. Andrew Guymon/Eddy Leardini (ORUM) 6-1

Match Notes:
Oral Roberts 3-5
Oklahoma State 12-3; National ranking #10
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (6,1,4)
T-1:20  A-181